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Abstract: The current work was done to determine the correlation between vitamin D and cystatin C as a predictor of
kidney disease in males with diabetes mellitus. A total of 60 males were taken from October to December 2018. They
were divided into 30 patients with type 2 diabetes and 30 healthy volunteers' as a control group. Glycated hemoglobin
HbA1c, plasma glucose level, creatinine and urea were measured for all subjects. Also, levels of 25(OH) D and cystatin-c
were determined using the enzyme-linked immune sorbent assay method. In this current study, as expected, patients with
diabetes mellitus had significantly higher (p< 0.001) fasting blood glucose (FBG), body mass index (BMI), and glycated
hemoglobin (HbA1c) levels as compared to the age-matched controls group. In addition, a significantly higher increase in
the average level of urea, creatinine, and cystatin-c while significant higher decreases in vitamin D concentration compared
to the patients group with the control group were found. A significant negative correlation was found between 25(OH) D and
urea levels. On the other hand, a significant positive correlation was observed between the 25(OH) D level and HbA1c,
FBG, cystatin-c and creatinine. From the results of this work, vitamin D could be a valuable predictor of nephropathy in
males with diabetes mellitus. Likewise, further work is required to suggest that vitamin D may be prone to nephropathy in
all patients with diabetes mellitus by estimating cystatin C as a clinical risk for kidney function.
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Introduction
Nephropathy is a crucial chronic complication of type
2 and type 1 diabetes mellitus and is considered the first
cause of chronic kidney disease worldwide. A third of people
with diabetes will develop nephropathy after fifteen years
of diagnosis1. Many causes such as genetic variability, diet
and lifestyle have a role in developing nephropathy. Diabetes stimulates various biochemical, metabolic, and changes in the hemodynamics of kidneys. Major pathways to
nephropathy include activation of polyol pathway, glomerular hyperfiltration, protein kinase C, oxidative stress by reactive oxygen species and advanced glycation end products2.
Several markers can be an early predictor of renal damage,
such as cystatin-c, nephrin, β-microglobulin and α-microglobulin in diabetes mellitus, both type 2 and type 13. Vitamin
D belongs to fat-soluble steroid hormones, has a protective
function against diabetes and cardiovascular disease, and
regulates renal function, mineral metabolism, and immunity. Calcitriol can be hydroxylated in the liver to main form
25(OH) D then converted to 1, 25(OH) 2 D active form of VD
in proximal renal tubules4. 25(OH) D is considered a precursor of the vitamin D active form, but when there is a very
high vitamin D concentration, it will bind to the vitamin D
receptor (VDR). The vitamin D receptor (VDR) is a nuclear
receptor for 1-α, 25-dihydroxy vitamin D, an active metabolite of vitamin D, and its receptor contributes to inflammatory
pathways. VDR was founded in the glomerular parietal epithelium, proximal tubular epithelium and podocytes in kidneys5. They decrease the vitamin D levels associated with

insulin resistance and diabetes mellitus.
Therefore glucose concentration, renal function and
obesity are risk factors for deficiency of vitamin D. Oxidative
stress and inflammation are related to diabetic nephropathy pathogenesis and regulated by VDR6. Plasma 25 (OH)
D concentrations are used to evaluate VD status. The reason is that 25(OH) D, which has a long half-life (about two
weeks) and 25-hydroxylation, has not been under efficient
metabolic control2. Cystatin C is a protein that is liberated
from nucleated cells at a constant rate and is not affected by
age, muscle mass, or gender and is excreted exclusively by
glomerular filtration. Cystatin C is a more accurate marker
to detect mild levels of kidney dysfunction and glomerular
filtration rate (GFR) than creatinine7. Some studies have
shown that cystatin C levels are stronger predictors of acute renal injury; increased cystatin C concentrations indicate
impairment in GFR, renal dysfunction, and pathophysiological processes8,9. The current study aimed to determine the
correlation between vitamin D and cystatin C as predictors
of kidney disease in males with diabetes mellitus.

Materials and methods
Sixty males were enrolled in "The National Diabetic
Center (NDC) of Al-Mustansiriya University" from October
to December 2018. They were divided into two groups 30
patients with type 2 diabetes with a mean age (of 47 ± 0.31)
years and 30 healthy subjects as a control group with mean
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age (46± 2.99) years. Excluding patients with infection in
the urinary tract, kidney failure, stage of heart failure, thyroid
disease, and uncontrolled hypertension was done. A blood
sample from all subjects was drawn to measure glycated
hemoglobin HbA1c10, plasma glucose level11, creatinine12
and urea13. Levels of 25(OH) D and cystatin-c were also
determined by ELISA technique14. And body mass index
BMI was calculated for each male in the patient and control
group.
Statistical test
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All study data were submitted as (mean ± SD). Student's T-test was applied to compare patient groups with
the healthy group; also, Pearson's coefficient was used for
correlation analysis.

Results
Results in table 1 summarized the anthropometric and
metabolic characteristics of all participants. The average
age of the volunteer group (46±2.99) was similar to the
average age of the patient group (47±0.31); therefore, no
significant difference was noticed when compared studied
groups. As expected, patients with diabetes mellitus had
significantly higher (p< 0.001) BMI, fasting blood glucose
(FBG), and glycated hemoglobin (HbA1c) levels as compared to the controls group were found. Table 2 showed
a highly significant increase in the average level of urea,
creatinine, and cystatin-c and a highly significant decrease
in vitamin D concentration compared to the patients group
with the control group.

Discussion
Research on vitamin D's effect on decreasing the complication of diabetes mellitus on kidney function is limited.
So the objective of the present work was to illustrate the

vitamin D relationships with some parameters such as cystatin C, urea and creatinine that measured renal function
efficiency in diabetic Mellitus patients to avoid their development of nephropathy diabetes. In this study, the duration
of diabetes mellitus in the patient's group was (7 ± 0.62)
years, so these patients were at risk of nephropathy diabetes a few years later. As expected, the patient's group
showed a highly significant increase in urea, creatinine and
cystatin C concentration when compared with the control
group. Our results are in agreement with other studies15-17.
Creatinine is the blood depends on creatinine production,
tubular handling, and kidney elimination. Some tubular proteins and enzymes are detectable in rising serum creatinine
even before microalbuminuria, so tubular involvement may
outstrip glomerular involvement.
On the other hand, cystatin C is a biomarker for determining kidney functions. It could be another tubular factor
that clarifies the renal state in patients with diabetes and is
considered a tool for the early detection of diabetic nephropathy18. As for the vitamin D concentration in our study's
diabetes mellitus male group, the results indicated a highly
significant decrease in 25(OH) D levels compared to the
healthy male group. Also, a recent study has proposed a
positive correlation between VD and cystatin C, urea, and
creatinine. There is no available data in previous studies to
find a relationship between vitamin D and cystatin C to predict the status of renal functions in diabetes mellitus male
penitents.
The mechanisms of relation vitamin D deficiency with
diabetes mellitus remain incompletely understood; maybe
high glucose levels increase the synthesis of the angiotensin II hormone, which affects the contractile arteriole of
the glomerulus. So, hemodynamic changes distinct by high
filtration, high pressure and hypertransfusion in the early
stage of diabetes mellitus will induce diabetes nephropathy
development4. Also, 1, 25(OH) D increases the transcription
of insulin receptor genes and suppresses the renin gene,
reducing hyperglycemic induced increases in renin levels

Table 1. Clinical characteristics of the patients and control groups.

Table 2. Kidney biomarkers levels and VD concentration in all studied groups.
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Table 3. Correlate vitamin D with some variables.
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in pancreatic β cells9. Vitamin D in the blood binds to serum
proteins either to D-binding protein or albumin to carry out
its function. In diabetes mellitus patients, when microalbumin is lost with urine, that will decrease the concentration of
serum albumin and explain decreasing in protein synthesis
besides the significant loss in urinary albumin, which affects
serum 25 (OH) D concentrations19.

Conclusions
Depending on the results of this work, vitamin D could
be a valuable predictor of nephropathy in males with diabetes mellitus. Likewise, further work is required to suggest
that vitamin D may be prone to nephropathy in all patients
with diabetes by estimating cystatin C levels as a clinical
risk for kidney function.
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